The list of performance advancements of this series over its predecessor and competitors is as long as the frame is deep.

The high performance, heavy-duty, 4” x 4” tubular welded frame is available in 12 or 15 inch Shank spacings. Choose a rigid or flexible frame in widths from 12 to 47 feet. This all new 140” deep frame design features 2” x 4” “Angled” cross members to provide greater strength than traditional right angled box frames. The draft forces, normally so stressful to a tillage tool frame, are directed outward through the frame by these angled cross members. On the traditional square designs of our competitors the draft forces are allowed to concentrate in the corners.

The business of a chisel plow is to till and to till deeply and evenly across the entire width of the tool. To accomplish that, the 2500 series features walking tandem and gauge wheels on every fully-flexing wing frame. The frame is designed to maintain a consistently level frame and precision depth control. Level lift hitch (standard equipment) includes ratchet main lift system to maintain a consistently level frame and precision depth control throughout the frame. Tandem axles, 2-1/2” spindles, 8 bolt hubs and level lift tongue with capacity five hitch.

2. Choice of three finishing attachments: 3-bar or 4-bar H.D. coil tine harrows with 5/8” diameter x 26” double coil tines or a 2-bar H.D. coil tine with a 13” diameter flat-bar basket (shown).

3. Two shank options: 650 or 1000 pound point load shanks on 12 or 15 inch Shank spacings.

4. Floating hitch (optional equipment) with parallel linkage and large 31 x 13.5-15 12 ply tires that are hydraulically synchronized to the main lift system to maintain a consistently level frame and precision depth control. Level lift hitch (standard equipment) includes ratchet adjusted gauge wheels with 9.5x15 8-ply tires.
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